Development of a novel methodology for QA of respiratory-gated and VMAT beam delivery using Octavius 4D phantom.
The objective of this study was to develop and evaluate a series of quality assurance (QA) techniques based on Octavius 4D phantom for testing of respiratory-gated treatment delivery, integrity of dose rate vs gantry speed in volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) commissioning, and multileaf collimator (MLC) positioning accuracy of a linear accelerator. An Octavius 4D phantom capable of rotating with the gantry and recording the detector signal with a sampling rate of 10 Hz was isocentrally set up and an inclinometer was also installed to measure the gantry angle simultaneously. A simple arc test was created and delivered with gating function activated to measure the timing accuracy of the gating window. A tailor-made dose rate vs gantry speed plan was also designed to test the accuracy of measured dose rate, gantry speed, and actual control points. All experiments were conducted while machine log files were collected for comparison. The variations of beam flatness, symmetry, and field size were analyzed as a function of gantry angle to evaluate the influence from the modulation of dose rate and gantry speed. MLC position accuracy was evaluated based on specific garden fence plans. The time of gating window was measured to be less than 10-millisecond deviation from the log data. Gantry backlash was observed and quantified to be 1.72° with an extra stabilization time of 1.16 seconds for a gating arc with gantry speed of 6°/s. In the dose rate vs gantry speed test, the mean deviation between measured gantry angle and log data was less than 0.2° after a time delay of 0.25 second was corrected. The measured dose rate agreed with the log data very well with a mean deviation of 0.05%, and even the transit of modulation was tracked successfully. There was a statistically significant difference on the variation of beam parameters between a VMAT plan and a simple arc plan. The induced MLC position errors were detected with an accuracy of 0.05 mm. The leaf position reproducibility was found to be better than 0.02 mm, whereas the routine MLC position accuracy was better than 0.1 mm. A time-resolved method using Octavius 4D phantom has been developed and proven to be convenient for respiratory gating QA, dose rate vs gantry speed test, and MLC QA. Gating time, dose rate, and gantry speed-induced leave position error could be directly measured with high accuracy after comparison with the machine log data. This study also highlights the capability of the phantom in quantifying the variation of flatness, symmetry, and field size during gantry rotation.